
Oil Painting Brushes Explained 

Getting to know Your Paint Brush 
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A desirable quality in an oil painting brush is the reliability of the brush to hold 
its shape when loaded with paint.  A good quality brush will hold its shape 
after much use if it is cleaned and stored appropriately.  A brush of poor 
quality is difficult to paint with as it will have unpredictable characteristics 
when in use such as changing shape, not holding enough paint, being too 
scratchy or stiff leaving undesirable brush marks and it is also difficult to clean 
without the risk of it falling apart or loosing bristles.  It is worth buying the best 
brushes you can afford.  An artist quality brush will last longer as the curved 
bristles extend into the ferrule and are crimped to allow the brush to be 
heeled during painting and washing.  This feature extends the life of the brush 
and will help you make a better painting.

For several manufactures the handle colour will indicate the quality of the 
brush.  For example the Neef brand: green/synthetic, blue/hog bristles, red/
student quality (hogs bristles but not interlocked)

See ‘How to Wash and Store Your Brushes”
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Natural or Synthetic Brushes? 

Natural Brushes 
The most common artist quality oil painting brush is made from pig hair and 
is referred to as a ‘hog’s bristle’ brush.  It provides a stiff but springy brush 
that will make good marks in the oil paint and will hold up well to lots of use.  
As hogs hair grows it splits into two or more tips or flags. The flags allow the 
brush hold plenty of paint enabling the paint to be spread over the canvas 
quite easily. 


Synthetic Brushes 
A cheaper alternative to a hogs hair brush is a synthetic brush.  Often the 
synthetic brushes attempt to mimic the characteristics of the natural fibres 
and some do come close.  


Shapes and Sizes of Brushes 

Oil painting brushes come in many shapes and sizes.  Below is an outline of 
some of the more  frequently used brushes available.  As with most things 
the best way to understand how and when to use different brushes is to try 
them in your paintings.  You will notice that the Materials List provided for the 
One Year Painting Course does not include all the brushes explained here, 
but rather suggests a limited range of brushes that will get you started.  It is 
recommended to get familiar with the Filbert, Round and Fan brush before 
adding another type of brush to your collection.


Oil painting brushes are made with long or short handles.  The long handle 
encourages the artist to stand back from the painting whereas the short 
handle is often used more for detailed work.


The sizing system differs between manufacturers.  Numbers will be 1,2,3 etc.  
The larger the number the bigger the brush.  Numbers extend below 0 and 
are indicated by 00, 000, 0000 etc.  The more zeros the smaller the brush.
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                             Round      Rigger      Filbert      Flat      Bright      Fan      Blending

Round 
Although there is little variation in the shape of the round brush it could be 
used to complete an entire painting.  Rembrandt is known to have only used 
round brushes.  Using the belly of the brush the artist can spread paint over a 
large area and the pointed tip is used for the more detailed work nearing the 
end of the painting.  Keep in mind it is difficult to create a very hard edge with 
this brush so a go to brush for creating soft edges.

Rigger
The fine point on the Rigger brush is used to create fine lines or detail.  This 
brush can make calligraphy type marks when flicked using a random 
movement.
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Filbert
The Filbert brush is a very versatile brush that can be used for many types of 
oil painting and subjects.  You will notice it has a rounded end with flat sides.  
This brush combines characteristics of the Round and Flat brush hence its 
versatility in creating a hard or soft edge.  When starting a painting a sharp 
filbert can be used to ‘draw’ in oil paint.

Flat
If a harder edge is desired using a Flat Brush is a good choice.  It can be 
used for painting architecture, windows, landscapes - particularly rocks, 
mountains and tree trunks.  A small Flat is recommended to achieve precision 
or detail.   It is a versatile brush that can be used to make a broad stroke or a 
narrow stroke when used on its side.  A crescent shaped stroke can be made 
when twisting the brush from the side to the flat.

Bright
The bristles on a Bright are short, giving a square appearance.  As the name 
suggests, this brush is used to give a ‘bright’ note in a painting such as when 
painting a sharp rock for example.

Fan brush 
A synthetic fan brush can be used to blend or soften edges or remove visible 
brush strokes by very gently moving the oil paint across the canvas.  Which 
direction to drag the paint will depend on the edge you want to create, 
experiment with this technique to get a feel for the characteristics of the fan 
brush.  Appropriate brush to use to flatten out patches of colour in 
backgrounds or in the creation of dark patches.

Creating grass or various textures such as animal fur can be painted using 
the fan brush.  Remember to wipe the brush after each stroke depending on 
the amount of blending desired. 

Blending brush
These are very soft brushes made especially for blending.  The best of these 
are made from a soft animal hair such as sable or badger to name a few.  The 
Rolls Royce of brushes is the sable brush and is very expensive.  A very soft 
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synthetic brush can be used also and presents a cheaper option.  If you find 
yourself without a blending brush you can try a make-up brush.

Recommended Brushes 
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